GALERIE KORNFELD
presents
Looking Back Ahead
10 year anniversary exhibition
Works by
Tammam Azzam, Elvira Bach, Stéphane Couturier, Nick Dawes, Paris Giachoustidis,
Hubertus Hamm, Natela Iankoshvili, Rusudan Khizanishvili, Franziska Klotz, Tamara Kvesitadze,
Christopher Lehmpfuhl, David Meskhi, Susanne Roewer, Hubert Scheibl, Martin Spengler,
Jan Tichy, Ivana de Vivanco
Opening
Saturday, Jul. 2, 2022
6–9 pm
Exhibition
Jul 2. – Sep. 3, 2022
Tue-Sat, 11am-6pm
Venue
Galerie Kornfeld, Fasanenstraße 26
10719 Berlin, Germany
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
Galerie Kornfeld is delighted to announce its ten year anniversary exhibition, wich will feauture the
artists that have come along with us through the decade.
Looking Back Ahead
Exhibition on the 10th anniversary of Galerie Kornfeld in Berlin
This summer at Galerie Kornfeld, past and present, present and future will only be a few steps
apart. We are showing works by artists whom we’ve had the privilege of supporting on their
creative journeys over the last 10 years. This support is the crucial task, challenge and fulfllment.
Looking back ahead we found the idea for our tenth anniversary exhibition, where the artists’ early
pieces will enter into dialogue with their current work.
The anniversary exhibition will reveal touching glimpses of the past and the future, sensitive and
exciting exchanges between frst artistic attempts and more mature works. The works on show hint
at inner struggle and transformation, the eternal search for what is hidden behind the visible.
Perhaps our friends at the gallery will recognise, in one or two glances backwards and forwards,
their own search for that which is only revealed to the artist through years of profound
exploration.
Past and present, a long time apart – or just a moment?
We look forward to your media coverage and are happy to answer any questions you may have.
We are happy to arrange interviews with the artists.
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Yours sincerely
Alfred Kornfeld and Tilman Treusch
Contact
Alfred Kornfeld: kornfeld@galeriekornfeld.com
Dr. Tilman Treusch: treusch@galeriekornfeld.com
For any further information or enquiries please contact us at:
Tel.: +49 30 889 225 890
Mail: galerie@galeriekornfeld.com
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